Assembly Instructions for SoloKicker

1. Lay the net out, with one of the hinges on the ground, open and click long and short legs out.
2. Move to the other side of net and click out both legs. Place rubber feet on ground.
3. Untangle Net and lay inbetween front legs on the ground.
4. Join the poles together (B) Then slide the pole down the long side sleeve, placing end into pipe.
5. Repeat on other side of net inserting the pole end into pipe.
6. Take the two top rods and insert into couplings.
7. Pull pole forward, whilst pulling Net sleeve up and loop cord over pole top. (see inserts)
8. Repeat, looping with other pole. Velcro rear straps to lower frame.

NOTE:
Don’t pull the pole top down passed 7’ you must reach up to loop the net. If you’re short you can tip the whole frame towards you.

1 year limited Manufactures Warranty on Manufacturing defects only. For a full description of Warranty-Guarantee-Terms & Conditions, see www.bownet.net/pages/warranty-page

CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING
WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including Lead, which is known to the State of California to cause cancer and DEHP, which is known to the State of California to cause birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov